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The physical center point of BRIDGE

		

The physical center point of
BRIDGE BATH CUT STOOF could
be the Muinkschelde and Leie, the
place where two canals merge. As
a point in the city where water has
flowed in strong force for several
centuries, it is a convergence site
for the experience and witness of
multiple important forms of social,
cultural, and industrial life. This
Walk Piece forms a re-inhabitation
of these historical layers, and an
awareness of what current functions
take place here: which are newer,
like privatization of public life and
space, or older, such as trade and
prostitution. The piece also focuses
on the storied Medieval bathhouses (stoven, stoof) that depending
on running water, set themselves
along this point-places where multiple habits and vices occurred at
once: bathing, sex, eating, dancing,
among publics; and tries to glean
against an increasingly quantified
city life, made even more so in
regiments of pandemic governance.
Inhabiting several pasts makes it
possible to understand that the
present is never intractable.

David Bergé. My Walk Pieces slide
slowly with participants and in silence,
through the textures and materials the
city consists of: asphalt, aluminum, stone,
smell, air, water, sound, noise, moisture,
and wood, making tangible urban integrities, while sensing the co-presence of
other participants in the piece.

Our western gaze has been constructed by
the camera. Walk Pieces involve the body
to experience the city under a precise
rhythm and pace of walking. These aim to
deconstruct that singularity in the gaze
and open up towards more peripheral and
queer possibilities of creating an image of
the city. Instead of fixating it, they attempt
to construct it over 100 mins of ephemeral
and peripheral encounter.

Rachael Rakes. Based on the

focal points of this Walk Piece in, on,
through Ghent, there seems to be particular emphasis on imaging the past atop the
experience of the present. Specifically, in
this Walk Piece is the integration of a direct source, a book from the 16th century.

David. Belgian cities can feel old.

When walking through them, you can
almost feel the layers of history. By not
narrating these histories but instead guiding people through it in silence, some of
these layers come to exist in the present.
When researching for this Walk Piece, trying to integrate the past functions of the
water still present here, I stumbled upon
this precious object from the 16th century, a depiction of the activity in a stoof, a
bathhouse, places with hygienic but also
social functions. Integrating the book into
the Walk Piece is a way to invoke the presence of this information, directly and in
a less mediated way. The book has been
archived in Ghent since its creation and

in that way becomes part of the textures
of the city, which can, just like the water,
asphalt, and bricks, be touched by the
participants.
Walking is a way to explore through the
senses a space where past and present
time become one. I construct my work
through different cultural references
observed in the real world, where most
of my research and work takes place: in a
built environment, where I eagerly make
use of the pulse, the minutiae of street
life, but also its emptiness, mundaneness
and pain. Dealing with your body in the
street, corporeality, in my pieces I create
space for temporary heightened sensory
perception.

Rachael. There is something import-

ant, endemic, and historic about Belgian
rivers, and since this piece draws from the
Muinkschelde and Leie and runs along
the river, I think it would be good to draw
further from this. How these rivers carry
the remnants of such intense toxicity from
the middle ages to the industrial revolution to today, where several are still beyond repair vis a vis potability and ecological sustainability. The river allowed all of
these things to happen: the bathing, the
heating, the wastes, so even as it carries
these elements away it stages events over
time in this place.

David. These waters have been run-

ning through Ghent for a while, for the
cleaning and working of leather (Huidevetterskaai), to fuel the bathhouses, and
bring cargo to the industries. Today is
probably the era in which there is the
least bodily connection or dependency on
the water. This is perhaps the reason why
the Brussels Senne river has been covered
up. The modern city does not need
the currency of water anymore. Exposing

the waterways as they are today in Ghent
contributes to this ‘nice’ image of these
medieval fairytale cities and is a convenient way to transport or house visitors
and reinforce touristic narratives. Working
on this Walk Piece in Ghent, I couldn’t
understand why the waters are today not
used for public transportation, whether by
courier or cargo transport services.
Speaking about this with Anyuta
Wiazemsky Snauwaert, the curator of the
Walk Walk Walk series who invited me,
she introduced me to Geert Dekleermaecker, the brain behind the Vlot Gent, who
provide rafts on solar power with speed
equal to the walking body. To gain visibility for the project they are today mostly
used by tourists, but Geert is making bold
proposals to use the water, rafts, and
solar energy to bring cargo from outside
Ghent into the city center. Integrating
such a raft into my Walk Piece is a way to
continue the liquidity of our bodies over
the water.

Rachael. And what does the river

continue to allow in terms of spaces of
agency or transgression, or hiding, or
dumping, or extracting, in this otherwise
ostensibly placid city.

David. The industries that needed

water are now at the periphery of the prettiness, of what you just called the placid
city or Lina bo Bardi would call the “ice
cream city.” Former industrial complexes are being turned into art centers and
event libraries, which gives new exposure to the contemporary prostitution
or freemasonry hiding in the anonymity
of the periphery. These paralegal and
underground societies don’t like it. At
the same time, today’s arts and creative
industries cannot fill in the space or make
use of that space in the way the former

industries and prostitution were able to,
giving them some sort of social ecology.
The spaces created surrounding the water
today are huge volumes left almost empty
on now “prime” real estate locations.

Rachael. Going back to the bath-

house, I was thinking about a commonality of Medieval “illuminated manuscripts”
where different moments or events are
compressed onto one plane due to lack
of space to describe several pages of
narrative. There may be some hints of
this, or maybe a spatial compression in
the painting of the bathhouses, with the
bed just nearby, the onlookers, all of the
things happening at the same time in the
same room. How might we graft a walker’s
experience through knowing about this alternate reality of bathhouse life, or industrial revolution life, so seemingly different
from what we know, in this place, with the
river as a prompt and motif.

David. It’s also what photography is

able to do: to grasp multiple temporalities into one image. Coming from photography, with my Walk Pieces I want to
go a step further and embody that image,
make participants experience it over time.
To make the connections between these
different elements along the carefully
chosen route. A lot of the early research
of these pieces went into looking at how
city guides take a lot of space to describe
narratives. Instead we let the noise of the
city overtake the voice of these narrators,
let the city speak for itself, with its blessings and scars, its waterways, remnants of
industrial pasts, and maybe added alternate realities are suggested by the 16th
century book.

Rachael. This walk also acknowledg-

es the ongoing presence in Belgium of the

Freemasons, the secretive cryptic organization that dates back to the 13th Century. It passes a society building, which
cannot be entered by non-members. The
continued existence of these groups in
Ghent suggests underlying anachronisms,
and lets say retrograde thinking, vis a vis
race, sex, and ethnicity, as a predominantly white and male group with a closed
meeting structure, of many contemporary
people in Ghent today. How to imagine
their habits, to think of their symbols, as
hidden, seen, past, and present.

David. My Walk Pieces pierce and

pass through different functions of the
city, public and private, in which I am
interested in juxtaposing paths that are
usually not necessarily walked or thought
together. New connections and associations using the existing fabric of the
city. In that sense, I don’t visit or narrate
what comes along my way, but construct
a continuous passing along and through
elements the city today consists of.
In my research here in Ghent, I noticed
how a crazy neo-gothic eclectic interior
containing decorative elements inspired
by medieval iconography, designed by
architect Louis Minard in 1846, became a
Freemasons temple in 1902. All of this is
carefully hidden behind two anonymous
looking facades giving out to the Grote
Huidevettershoek with back doors to the
Koriander straat. Located initially on a
small street leading out to what used to
be industrial wasteland, they were probably not so keen with the exposure given
by the transformation of the site into an
event library and its connecting illegally
half built bridge.
With this walk piece I wanted to cut
through that anonymity and present the
rich neo-gothic eclectic interior along with

the history presented in the 16th century
book. How progressive can you be in your
thinking if it remains inaccessible to non
members? After being rejected access I
suggested we blindfold the participants
while passing through the building.

Rachael. As a final thought, I want

to think about this overlaying of a past
imagination with a very precise sense of
the present one (this present of 2021 is a
clear and poignant present). There is, you
could say, a tacit knowledge that this time
will be a clearer memory in the future
than other eras. There’s an awareness of
this calcification even though it’s a long,
ongoing event. There’s no blurry day-today, the idea of a continuous linear time,
or the blur itself has become so precise
as to take up its own place as a memory-event, that of a different attunement to
the city. Perhaps the bridge that will never
be completed provides a metaphor for
this condition.

David. There is indeed a precise sense
of the present, made by putting participants of the piece over or underneath
the usual connections into the city. The
becoming multitude after a long period
of forced individualized isolation. As I
have said elsewhere, it takes a conscious
effort to leave your domestic space, and
walk with people you are not (yet) familiar
with, and that’s more intensely felt now.

Fragments from a conversation
that took place in Ermoupolis, September 2021.

David Bergé

practices photography without cameras.
In his work, he addresses performative
and embodied aspects of photographic
materiality and time. He uses the body
as a device to capture images; through
the construction of an experience, often
performative and over time. Audience
gets invited through different projects and
hybrid formats into a journey of lecture
performances, site specific interventions,
installations and book projects. What he
is most known for though, are his Walk
Pieces in which participants are taken in
silence through the physicality and infrastructures of built environment.
From 2012 onward, Bergé began working
with the archive of photographs taken by
August Klipstein and Charles-Édouard
Jeanneret (who would later come to be
known as Le Corbusier) during their
‘Voyage en Orient’ from 1911. Two installations and a book question and negotiate - through speculative narratives the
production of documents from this historic trip - the Western gaze, conventional singular authorship, and in doing so,
slowly uncover an early Twentieth-century
desire for spatial understanding through
the use of cameras, rather than photographic representation.
David Bergé’s work has been invited to a
range of international residency programs
such as The Harbour in Puerto Rico, Seoul
Art Space Mullae and Pivô Research in
São Paulo. His work has been presented
at various international art centers including SKD, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen in
Dresden (2018); Thessaloniki State Museum of Contemporary Art (2018); M HKA
Museum of Contemporary Art in Antwerp
(2021); Out of Sight in Antwerp (2019);
SALT, Istanbul (2011); KCB Belgrade
(2013), Gati New Delhi (2011); TanzQuartier Wien, Vienna (2010) and Kunsthaus
Muerz, Muerzzuschlag (2012). He founded
kyklàda.press a publishing organ in

Athens and has also published books with
MER. Paper Kunsthalle (2015), Jap Sam
Books (2020) and others. David Bergé
currently lives in Athens and Brussels and
holds an MA from the Dutch Art Institute
(2017) and an MFA from LUCA Brussels
(2005).
www.davidberge.info

Anyuta Wiazemsky Snauwaert

received a legal education in Moscow
and graduated in Ghent as a visual artist
(KASK) and tourist guide (Het Perspectief). As a transdisciplinary Ghent-based
artist, she is involved in local and international projects in Gents Kunstenoverleg, runs the artist-run space croxhapox,
and broadcasts her own interview series.
Her works have been shown in Moscow,
Ghent, Leuven, Oostend, Antwerp,
Brussels, Kortrijk, Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
and Hyderabad. As an artist, she has been
experimenting with walks as an art form
since 2017. Some of these walks have
been shown in PostX, De Veerman, bij’ De
Vieze Gasten (BE). This artistic interest
made her initiate the WALK WALK WALK
series — walks with and by artists — in
croxhapox.
Within the framework of ‘Between Us’
(with the support of Kaaitheater, WSB,
BUDA, De Grote Post, TAZ, Plan B Kunstenfestival, Red Star Line Museum),
she researches the notion of sustainable
community living in collaboration with
Kim Snauwaert, starting from 2016. Without having a romantic relationship, they
attempt to fulfill legal marriage requirements according to the Belgian Civil code.
Since the autumn of 2017, she has taken
on the artistic direction of croxhapox together with Samira El Khadraoui. The new
management has made a radical choice
for nomadism, in which the concept of
‘guest & host’ is central, and research is
carried out into spaces of showing (visible

and invisible, public, private, …).
She initiated a human/artist interview
series in 2016. In that series, she invites
other artists to talk about their practice
and personal engagement.
www.wiazemsky.eu

Rachael Rakes

is a curator, writer and editor, film programmer, and educator. She focuses on
visual ethnography, encounter, and
non-linear time, as well as the communicative agencies of abstraction. Rakes is
Curator of Public Practice at BAK basis
voor actuele kunst, Utrecht, an Editor at
Large for Verso Books, a Contributing Editor to Infrasonica, and a Programmer at
Large for the Film Society of Lincoln Center—where she advises for the New York
FIlm Festival, and co-curates the Art of the
Real Festival. With Onyeka Igwe and Laura
Huertas Millán, she organizes the curatorial and research initiative on alternative
ethnographies, Counter-Encounters. Until
2019, she was Head Curator and Manager of the Curatorial Programme for De
Appel, Amsterdam. Rakes has taught for
the School of Curatorial Studies at KASK,
Ghent, The New School, Harvard University, The New Centre for Research and Practice, and Sandberg Institut. She is co-editor of the publications Toward the Not-Yet
(BAK/MIT Press, 2021), Practice Space
(2019, NAME/De Appel), and has contributed criticism and essays to Art-Agenda,
Artforum, and several publications and
catalogues. Recent exhibitions and programmes include No Linear Fucking Time,
(BAK), To Hold Things Together (BAK/Vera
List Center), DECODERS/RECORDERS:
Steffani Jemison and Samson Young (De
Appel/Looiersgracht 60, Amsterdam), On
Watching Men (SAIC, Chicago), CAMP: In
Cameras Res (De Appel), In Between: Tacita Dean (Centre Pompidou, Paris), EVAN
IFEKOYA: A Score, A Groove, A Phantom,

A Congregation (De Appel).
www.rachaelrakes.com

croxhapox

is an artist-run organization in Ghent and
a not-for-profit platform for contemporary
art since 1990. As an organizer and curator, croxhapox explores alternative ways
of presenting in collaboration with private
and public, cultural and non-cultural partners. The public space is also taken up in
its nomadic life. Croxhapox maintains its
original DNA of the artistic lab: it supports experimental artistic projects and
advocates for the integrity and freedom of
the artist.
The WALK WALK WALK series is a program of walk projects by and with artists,
in which croxapox invites a wide variety of
artists to explore their practice in relation
to the city of Ghent. For croxhapox this
series is a way to take a position as an
artist-run organization in Ghent by occupying a place in the urban fabric. At croxhapox we understand the art of walking as
an art form focusing on displacement and
change, on movement in time, space, and
mind. Walking as a stimulus for creation
has a long history, going back to, among
other forms, to the Peripatetic school of
philosophy in Ancient Greece.
www.croxhapox.org
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Anyuta Wiazemsky Snauwaert,
David Bergé
taking place

october 6 at 4:15 PM
october 7 at 7:45 AM and 4:15 PM
october 8 at 7:45 AM and 4:15 PM
thanks to
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Karaosmanoglu, Helen Saelman, Geert
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Serafien Hulpiau, Hendrik Defoort,
Bram Callaert, Ghent University
Library, and Provinciehuis.
with the support of

croxhapox, Stad Gent,
The Flemish Authorities.

